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IntermediateMedium5 Build 46 Magic 13 Runecrafting will be an advantage 45 Woodcutting will be an advantage. Oak, Maple logs, plastic buckets (use knives on The Green Tree with a bucket in your warehouse – some Periton trees can be found just north of Catherby), Rune mud ground (using pestle and mortar on a
mud rune), Hammer, and a Saw.None.Ring duel, Slayer ring, and a Watchtower method of moving. Magic glue, Violet pentagon, and various color shaped crystals.2250 Build XP, 12k Magic XP, 6k Runecrafting XP, 2.5k Woocutting XP, A Small Crystal Seed (enchant it at the singing bowl to make a Saw Crystal!), and 2
Quest points. Brimstail, in his cave west of the Tree Gnome Stronghold.Speak to Brimstail. Start by heading southwest from the Spirit Tree in the Tree Gnome Stronghold, until you see the mission start point and the dungeon entrance. Enter the cave and talk to Brimstail and he will ask you to go into the next cave and
review it carefully. Check the crystal bowl in the center of the room, then do everything you can on the big machine in the north. Go back and talk to Brimstail and he'll ask you to go see Hazelmere. He lived on a small island just east of Yanille. Note: The fastest way to get past your location is to use the Fairy Ring C-L-S
code from Zanaris. Players who have not unlocked the ability to use the Fairy Ring transport system can use magic Watchtower teleport (requires completing Watchtower missions) and Khazard Teleport (moon spellbook requirements), and then walk from those places to their destination. Alternatively, you can also use
the Nightmare Zone minigame shift and head southeast. This shift has 20 minutes of cooling. Hazelmere can be found on the top floor of her house, on the small island east of Yanille. At first he will only talk nonsense, but will then throw a spell on you so that you can understand him. Keep talking to him and a cut scene
will happen about Goblin Wars and Glouphrie. Once the cut scene is over, Hazelmere will give you a Violet Pentagon shape. Report back to Brimstail and another cut scene happens of an invisible masked gnome destroying the machine. Talk to Brimstail again and you will come to the conclusion that someone in
invisible sabotage machine. Check the machine to find out that you will need oak, Maple logs, hammers, saws and magic glue to fix it. Mix the ground mud rune into plastic buckets, and you will produce some Magic glue. Fix the machine and talk to Brimstail. He'll give you two more crystals. The whole machine is based
on numbers. Your goal is to insert crystals into the computer so that they equal the display number. Below are the digital values of all crystals. Red Pentagon Square Triangle Crystal Color Value 1 3 4 5 Orange 2 6 8 10 Yellow 3 9 12 15 Green 4 12 16 20 Blue 15 20 25 Indigo 6 18 24 30 Violet 7 21 28 35 For example, if
the first number you need is 10, and if there is only one crystal slot, then you will need to use an orange pentagon in the machine. If you do not have the necessary crystals, you can use the exchangeer on the right to convert highly numbered crystals into many lower numbered crystals. You can also exchange a few low-
value crystals to get a little higher value crystals. Talking to Brimstail at any time can help you get more crystals Once you've unlocked it, you'll see a scene cut of the cute creature becoming an evil creature. Talk to Brimstail and you will identify them as spies. Brimstail also tells you to go talk to King Narnode Shareen.
After setting up his pet that has become a small monster too, he will ask you to kill all the remaining evil creatures. Run and kill evil creatures in the room (1 hp). Now you have to go kill the rest of them located in the following places: In the brimstail cave near the king in the big tree near the gate to the Gnome Stronghold
tree near the Gnome glider, the top floor of the big tree in the battle of the pen turtle, northwest of the big tree when you have killed all the evil creatures, go talk to the king, and you will complete the task. You can turn your crystal seeds into a Crystal Saw by going back to the Singing Bowl in the cave and then choosing
the Sing-glass option. Crystal Saw gives you +3 in construction when building something in your home that requires a saw to build. It does not work on the garden, only objects and areas need sawing to build it. After you build 28 things with it, the saw will return to a seed. Share This task has a quick guide found here. It
briefly summarizes the steps necessary to complete the task. The Eyes of Glouphrie is a mission that revolves around another conspiracy against grand tree gnomes, this time not by Glough, but a much scarier character from gnomish history. Brimstail details in a cave southwest of Tree Gnome Stronghold, just west of
the bank near The City Cave. Intermediate After you foiled a plan to destroy the Grand Tree things that were quiet in the gnome world. Brimstail found an exotic machine, built by Oaknock the Engineer during the heyday of Gnomes. What's the weird device for? Why on RuneScape it's built? If you agree to help this
bookworm gnome get this confusing device working, you'll learn a bit about gnome magicks, gnome history, and you'll start discovering a new threat (or is it an old one?) to gnome security – a threat that's a lot harder to see... Medium/Long Bucket of Rune Pestle Mud Plastic and Mortar Maple Log Oak Log Hammer Saw
Recommended: Evil Creature (x6) Starting out The quest start point. Head southwest from Spirit Tree in the Tree Gnome Stronghold until you see a search begin Go into the cave, and talk to Brimstail. He will ask you to go into the next cave and consider it carefully. Check out the singing bowl, placed in the center of the
cave surrounded by a round black pothole, 'Unlock' (try) Oaknock's Machine. Once you're done with these two actions, talk to Brimstail again. Hazelmere gets in your mind Talking to Brimstail again, and he'll tell you to go and talk to Hazelmere. Completely end the dialogue or Hazelmere will not be understood later.
Hazelmere is located on yanille's eastern island chain. There is also a fairy ring right next to his CLS hut code. Another way to reach him is to use the Nightmare Zone minigame shift and run southeast. Memories Gnomes and Goblins fight. Talk to Hazelmere- have a long conversation, and he'll be on your mind where
you can now talk to him. This requires 46 Magic and cannot be enhanced. A long cut scene will follow shows the gory wars against the gnomes, and Glouphrie with King Gnome. Hazelmere will then give you a purple pentagon shape for the machine. The king and his three advisers in the battlefield Glouphrie summoned
holograph turtles to deceive go goalin. Argento is dead! Vandalism Go back and talk to Brimstail, where you'll see a shorter cut scene in which an invisible gnome will sabotage the machine you checked earlier. You need to fix this crush rune your mud with pestle and mortar, and then use it on plastic buckets to create
magic glue. Repair machines using your maple logs, oak and glue. You will need to have a hammer and a saw in your inventory. Now, you will have to unlock and restart the machine. For this you will need more crystal discs - talk to Brimstail to get some from him. You can talk to him several times to get more shape. If
you can no longer get disks from Brimstail, drop the disk and talk to him again to get more disks. To work this computer, you must match the crystal disk with the numbers displayed. The numbers will be different for everyone; so you have to solve this mostly yourself. Here's how it works: To the west is a chart showing
the values of each color. Crystal equals: The values of each shape and color. Orange: 2 Yellow: 3 Green: 4 Blue: 5 Indigo: 6 Violet: 7 This value is added by the number of edges each crystal has Circle with 1 edge. The triangle has three sides. The square has 4 sides. The Pentagon has five sides. Example 1: a 4 can be
a red square or a green circle (1* 4) Example 2: a 7 can only be a purple circle (7*1) Example 3: a 12 can be a green triangle or a square yellow (4*3) Some colors can be easily mixed, as they are very similar (e.g. blue, indigo and purple). hover to be sure. There is a notification code exchanger on the right side, which
allows you to insert different tags and change them for others with the same value. You can't more than 35 points are valid at a time, but you can exchange a single token for many other lower value tokens if its value is high enough. You will always get the same value back, in different cards. Token exchangeer To unlock
the machine, you must create a single disk that is worth the number of points displayed on Oaknock's machine. The numbers are different for everyone. As a general strategy, try and get smaller numbers and it's easier. Any purple or similar pentagons that are not needed can be exchanged for those of lower value using
Oaknock's exchange. After unlocking, you need to restart the machine. For this you will need to match six separate cards with three different numbers. Be patient —it may take a while to get all the cards you need. You can talk to Brimstail to get more cards that can make it easier to get the tokens you want. An example
of a complete machine. Note that all slots need to be filled. In this example, using two purple triangles turns light green, but still doesn't work. If this happens, you can only use the exchangeer to turn it into two parts, as the total number of points remains the same. Assassination Once you have unlocked the machine, talk
to Brimstail again. The once cute creatures are now evil creatures. After the cut scene, talk to Brimstail and he will talk to King Narnode, but you do not need to talk to him before killing them. Brimstail, shocked by Izzie's true appearance! There are six creatures in total, and they have 1 Hitpoint each, 1. One's Brimstail (he



can kill it for you). 2. One by King Narnode. (You may need this range or wizard, as it may be stuck behind the trapdoor.) 3. One at the top of the Grand Tree, by the prison. (Don't climb down the ladder immediately after killing the creature- it won't count as murder.) 4. One by the giant tortoise in the pen northwest of the
Grand Tree (north of the toad swamp). 5. One by The Holy Tree. 6. One side of the entrance to the Gnome stronghold. Note: If Brimstail kills evil creatures, that evil creature is placed in one of the above locations. Talk to King Narnode, and he will reward you. The necessary reward for completing The Eyes of Glouphrie
is necessary for the following: Trivia Army go gory seen in the mission from west of burthorpe game room. Anima Mundi is Latin for the soul of the world. If you've started Monkey Madness, you'll mention Karam's disguise when talking to Brimstail after the machine has been vandalized. If, by misunderstanding, you grind
up pure essence and add it to the plastic instead of mud runes, you will end up with a strange gloop bucket. The area where the cut scene from the mission takes place can be seen from the west side of the Games Room using an oculus bridge. Since gnome and goblin armies are not classified as NPCs by the game,
they can be seen Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Note.
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